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Stationary Frame Current Regulation of PWM
Inverters With Zero Steady-State Error

Daniel Nahum Zmood, Student Member, IEEEand Donald Grahame Holmes, Member, IEEE

Abstract—Current regulators for ac inverters are commonly
categorized as hysteresis, linear PI, or deadbeat predictive regu-
lators, with a further sub-classification into stationary ABC frame
and synchronous – frame implementations. Synchronous frame
regulators are generally accepted to have a better performance
than stationary frame regulators, as they operate on dc quanti-
ties and hence can eliminate steady-state errors. This paper estab-
lishes a theoretical connection between these two classes of reg-
ulators and proposes a new type of stationary frame regulator,
the P+Resonant regulator, which achieves the same transient and
steady-state performance as a synchronous frame PI regulator. The
new regulator is applicable to both single-phase and three phase in-
verters.

Index Terms—ac current control, current control, resonant reg-
ulator, linear PI, single phase current regulation, stationary frame
regulators, synchronous frame regulators, three phase current reg-
ulation.

I. INTRODUCTION

CURRENT regulation is an important issue for power
electronic converters, and has particular application for

high performance motor drives and boost type pulsewidth
modulated (PWM) rectifiers. Over the last few decades
considerable research has been done in this area for voltage
source inverters, and from this work three major classes of
regulator have evolved, i.e., hysteresis regulators, linear PI
regulators, and predictive regulators [1]. These classes can be
further divided for three phase regulators into stationary and
synchronous – reference frame implementations by applying
ac machine rotating field theory [2], [3].

In general, three phasestationary frameregulators are re-
garded as being unsatisfactory for ac current regulation since
a conventional PI regulator in this reference frame suffers from
significant steady-state amplitude and phase errors. In contrast,
synchronous frame– regulators can achieve zero steady-state
error by acting on dc signals in the rotating reference frame,
and are therefore usually considered to be superior to stationary
frame regulators. However, a synchronous frame regulator is
more complex, as it requires a means of transforming a mea-
sured stationary frame ac current (or error) to rotating frame dc
quantities, and transforming the resultant control action back to
the stationary frame for execution. These transformations can
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Fig. 1. DC motor servo control system.

introduce errors if the synchronous frame identification is not
accurate.

In this paper, concepts taken from carrier-servo control
systems [4], [5] are used to develop a new PResonant
stationary frame regulator for single and three phase systems
which achieves virtually the same steady-state and transient
performance as a synchronous frame PI regulator. The paper
explores the relationship between stationary and synchronous
frame regulators from a control system and signal processing
perspective, and shows how the regulator transfer function can
be transformed instead of the ac current error, to achieve a sta-
tionary frame linear PI current regulator with zero steady-state
error and a good transient performance. The steady-state per-
formance of this new regulator is similar to that achieved in [6]
but it is more stable and has a superior transient performance
[7]. A further significant advantage of this regulator is its
application to single-phase current regulated systems, where
synchronous frame transformations are more difficult to apply.

II. SERVOCONTROLSYSTEMSV’ SHYBRID CONTROLSYSTEMS

Servo control systems are sometimes called dc control sys-
tems because the controlled quantity (or its integral) is dc under
steady-state conditions. The steady-state error for such systems
is determined by their open loop gain at, while their transient
responses are determined predominantly by the frequency re-
sponses at the system crossover frequency. Fig. 1 shows a block
diagram for a typical motor position servo control system,
where the forward path is composed of theregulator compen-
sation network— , a saturating amplifier with gain K
and a motor. Position feedback is commonly provided by a

potentiometer.
For an ac control system, such as a three phase current reg-

ulated VSI, the actuating and transducer signals are sinusoidal
quantities. With a stationary frame (usually PI) regulator, the
entire control loop then operates on ac quantities, and is sub-
ject to steady-state error. The conventional explanation for this
steady-state error is that the stationary frame regulator can only
provide finite gain at nonzero frequencies [8], [9]. In contrast,
a synchronous frame– regulator operates on both ac and
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Fig. 2. Hybrid synchronous frame current control system.

signals, and can be categorized as a hybrid control system. In
particular, as the synchronous frame control loop regulator op-
erates on quantities, it can provide infinite gain and hence
achieve zero steady-state error.

The major difference between these two systems is the inclu-
sion of a demodulator, which shifts the sidebands of the ac refer-
ence sinusoid in the stationary frame to thefrequency region
in the synchronous frame. This then allows the regulator PI com-
pensation network to be implemented as anetwork, with its
output being subsequently remodulated to re-introduce the ref-
erence frequency into the final controller output signal. Fig. 2
shows the block structure of a three phase– synchronous
frame PI current regulator to illustrate these features.

Fig. 3 shows the open loop time and spectral response at var-
ious points along the block diagram of a servo system, and
illustrates the low-pass filtering effects of the regulator PI net-
work and the steady-state nature of the system.

Fig. 4 shows the open loop time and spectral response
of a hybrid control system at a number of points along the
block diagram. From this figure, it can be seen how the
envelope of the amplitude modulated ac reference input exists
in the frequency domain as sidebands about the fundamental
reference frequency. The demodulation and re-modulation
effect of the synchronous frame transformation in converting
these sidebands into a base-band frequency envelope in the
synchronous frame can be clearly seen in Fig. 4, together with
the low-pass filtering effect of the synchronous frame regulator

compensation network.

III. REGULATOR COMPENSATIONSTRATEGIES

The key limitation of most stationary frame linear current
regulation systems is their inability to eliminate steady-state
error. The three phase synchronous– PI regulator solves this
problem by shifting the base-band information back towhere
conventional regulator networks can be used. For such con-
ventional linear controllers, it is the integral term that provides
infinite gain at and therefore achieves zero steady-state error.
The proportional term is frequency independent and so whether
it is implemented inside or outside the frequency transformation
is decided by convenience. For smaller integral gains the tran-
sient response of the regulation system will be almost totally
determined by the proportional term while the steady-state re-
sponse is determined by the integral term, and so the two can be
analyzed separately. Their combined effect need only be taken
into account when considering the system stability.

An alternative approach, derived from servo control theory
and the insight gained from Figs. 3 and 4, is to frequency trans-
form the type regulator network into an equivalent ac reg-
ulator, instead of demodulating the reference sideband signal
spectra. If this is possible then the control response achieved by
a synchronous frame– PI regulator would be achievable in the
stationary frame without requiring the demodulation and modu-
lation process. Essentially, the transformed regulator would di-
rectly operate on the ac error using sidebands about the refer-
ence fundamental. Two approaches for control of ansinu-
soidally excited current regulator can be considered based on
these concepts.

A. Conventional Hybrid Compensation System

This type of regulator has been well documented in the lit-
erature for three phase systems as a synchronous frame current
regulator, although it is usually not viewed from the perspec-
tive of frequency shifting the input reference spectrum to a
base-band. The advantage of this approach is that it allows the
use of well known compensation methods to develop the syn-
chronous frame transfer function, and these are easier to design
and construct than ac compensators. The disadvantages are the
additional complexity and computation required to add a de-
modulator and modulator to the control system, and the need to
develop an accurate synchronous frame reference signal. Two
approaches are possible.

1) Product Demodulation:This method is directly related to
the traditional Parks Transformation for three phase systems and
its fundamentals are well known in spectrum analysis theory.
The signal is multiplied by reference sine and cosine waveforms
which shift any harmonic content at that frequency toand the
double-frequency. This is illustrated mathematically as

(1)

(2)

Taking the Fourier transformation, these become

Now if , the real and imaginary components
have information present at and at the double-frequency. If
these signals are low-pass filtered the output signals become

(3)

which are the real and imaginary components of in phasor
or spectral form.

Fig. 5 illustrates how the basic demodulation concept defined
by (1)–(3) can be implemented to achieve PI regulation for a
single-phase sinusoidally excited system. The low-pass filter
used to extract the real and imaginary terms is replaced with an
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Fig. 3. Time Response and spectral range of signals within dc motor servo control system.

Fig. 4. Time response and spectral range of signals within hybrid control system.

Fig. 5. Demodulating single-phase integral block.

integrator, which plays the dual role of providing integral action
and filtering the double-frequency components for the demodu-
lated signal. (Using a low-pass filter as well, would seriously de-
grade the stability of the overall control system as the low-pass
filter and integrator would add 180of phase lag between them.)
Fig. 5 can be considered a hybrid regulator replacement block
for the integral term of a PI regulator, since as previously men-
tioned, the proportional term can be implemented outside the
demodulating block without changing its influence.

2) Single or Vestigial Sideband Demodulation:This tech-
nique phase shifts the error signal by 90to allow the use of
a conventional stationary to rotating frame transformation and
is illustrated in Fig. 6 [10]. However, the introduction of the
All-Pass network to produce the required phase shift introduces
additional dynamics compared to the previous strategy, which
leads to a deterioration in stability and transient performance.
Hence it will not be discussed further in this paper.

B. AC Compensation System

An stationary frame ac regulator that does achieve zero
steady-state error and can be directly applied to ac signals
is not well known in power electronic systems, but has been
developed in carrier-servo control theory. The principle is

Fig. 6. Vestigial sideband demodulation integral block.

to transform a desired compensation network into an
equivalent compensation network, so that it has the same
frequency response characteristic in the bandwidth of concern.
The required exact transformation (developed in the Appendix)
is

(4)

If is a low-pass transfer block, this transformation re-
sults in a low-pass to band-pass or frequency shifting transfor-
mation to the frequency .

A alternative to (4), when the reference signal bandwidth is
small in comparison to the reference frequency itself, is to use
the low-pass to band-pass technique developed in network syn-
thesis, i.e.,

(5)

In some applications (5) provides a more convenient implemen-
tation.

A stationary frame controller implemented using the transfer
function will have anequivalent frequency response to
a synchronous frame controller implemented using the transfer
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Fig. 7. Model of a current regulated PWM inverter.

function , since these functions have been shown to be
mathematically identical in the Appendix. Therefore the tran-
sient response of the two controller implementations will be
identical regardless of whether they are implemented in the sta-
tionary frame as an ac compensator or in the synchronous frame
as a compensator.

IV. REALIZATION OF THE NEW AC COMPENSATIONSYSTEM

A major objective for ac current regulators is to achieve
zero phase and magnitude error. Using ac compensation, this
objective can be achieved by transforming acompensator
that achieves this goal into an equivalent ac compensator. Fig. 7
shows a typical compensated current regulation system,
where for convenience the asymmetrically modulated PWM
converter stage has been modeled as a simple saturating gain
stage.

For the system, a conventional PI transfer function
achieves the desired objective of zero steady-state error. Hence
using the transformation of (5), an equivalent ac compensator
would have an open loop transfer function of

(6)

(7)

which has a frequency and phase response shown in Fig. 8. Note
that the proportional gain term has been kept separate from
the transformation process as discussed earlier.

The closed loop transfer function for the linear model of Fig. 7
with this compensator is given by

(8)

From (8), the closed loop transfer function of the system will
clearly approach unity at the fundamental reference (target) fre-
quency with no phase or magnitude error in the output wave-
form since the magnitude of becomes infinite at this
frequency. However, the realization of an idealintegrator or
its corresponding ac equivalent loss-less resonant transfer func-
tion is sometimes not possible due to component tolerances in
analog systems and finite precision in digital systems. But an
ideal integrator is often approximated by a low-pass transfer
function such as

(9)

This transforms using (5) into

(10)

Fig. 8. Bode plot of ac compensator from (7).

Fig. 9. Bode plot of ac compensator from (10).

where is the lower breakpoint frequency of the transfer
function. This network has a frequency and phase response as
shown in Fig. 9. The steady-state output phase and magnitude
error achieved by this compensator will still be approximately
zero, provided continues to achieve a relatively high
gain at the reference frequency.

Constructing the current regulator in the stationary reference
frame has the advantage of requiring much less signal pro-
cessing than the synchronous frame demodulation approaches,
and it is also less sensitive to noise. Furthermore, the application
of this implementation to single-phase systems is straightfor-
ward and undifferentiated from its application to three phase
systems. But it does require for variable frequency applications
that the resonant frequency of the ac compensator is adjusted
to match the required output fundamental frequency. However,
this is not as challenging as it may first appear, since a number
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Fig. 10. Frequency responses of loss-less resonant terms for (7) and (11).

of standard techniques already exist in signal processing theory
to operate across variable frequencies.

For digital implementations, it is simply required to re-cal-
culate the digital filter co-efficient to suit the target frequency.
This co-efficient could be calculated either as part of the con-
trol loop calculation, or as a background task without requiring
significant CPU resources (this was the approach used in the ex-
perimental digital implementation), depending on the speed of
response required. In either case, the level of computation re-
quired is (at worst) similar to that required for a stationary to
synchronous frame transformation process.

Band pass operation at a variable frequency is a straight-
forward requirement for analog signal processing systems, and
hence is not considered further in this paper. One approach for
example would be to use a switched capacitor filter, where the
center frequency is simply adjusted by varying the switching
frequency of the filter.

It is noted also that the new controller presented in this paper
has a transfer function similar to that presented by Satoet al.
[6], which has a resonant transfer function given by

(11)

Sato’s transfer function also has infinite gain at the resonant fre-
quency and hence achieves zero steady-state error when used as
a current regulator. But it is not based on an exact transforma-
tion from the equivalent synchronous frame controller, and in
particular introduces a phase shift of 180into the system, com-
pared to the 90shift of the P Resonant system, as illustrated
in Fig. 10. In closed loop operation this 180phase shift results
in a poorer phase margin and a poor transient performance for
this regulator compared to the approach presented here [7].

V. STABILITY CONSIDERATIONS

A major benefit of being able to express the frequency re-
sponse of the new regulator in the transfer function form of (7)
or (10), is that linear control theory can be used to investigate the
stability of current regulation systems based on this approach.

Fig. 11. Open loop Bode plots of proportional and resonant regulators.

Using conventional Bode plots, it is straightforward to show that
the regulator integral gain can be made sufficiently large to es-
sentially remove all steady-state error (similar to the effect of
the finite integral gain that most practical compensators can
achieve), without any significant stability limitations.

Note:

The current sensor was modeled by a single pole low-pass
filter with breakpoint at 100 kHz. This component has little
effect on the magnitude response of the system but the addi-
tional phase shift it introduces can have a significant effect on
the system stability.

It should be noted that the resonant terms provide very little
gain outside their band-pass region due to their narrowband fre-
quency response. Hence, to achieve a reasonable transient re-
sponse a proportional gain term is also required. Fig. 11 shows
the magnitude and phase bode diagrams for a simple propor-
tional regulator and the two regulators described by (7) and (10).

For the magnitude crossover frequency (i.e., where
the regulator gain becomes less than 1) of the simple propor-
tional regulator occurs at 3 kHz, as indicated in Fig. 11. The
phase plot shows a phase margin of more than 100at this
frequency so the system is clearly stable. The introduction of
the resonant regulator terms radically alters the Bode plots at
the resonant frequency but has little effect at the crossover fre-
quency for the regulator parameters chosen. Hence, both reso-
nant regulators remain stable below the crossover frequency be-
cause the phase shift is always less than 180. Fig. 11 also shows
that most of the high frequency or transient response of the reg-
ulator is determined by the proportional gain since the resonant
regulator magnitude responses return to that of a simple propor-
tional system at higher frequencies. So, the larger the propor-
tional gain the faster will be the transient response.

This suggests a simple two-step design procedure for the
complete regulator. Firstly, chose a proportional gain such that
the regulator is stable and gives a good transient response. Then
design a resonant component that gives the desired steady-state
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Fig. 12. Bode response of the resonant term for variation in! andK = 1.

phase and amplitude error without making the phase margin
too small.

A. Effect of the 3-dB Cut-Off Frequency

The low-pass 3-dB cut-off frequency appears to allow a
degree of freedom in the design of the resonant frequency re-
sponses. It is often used as a measure of the bandwidth of a filter
and therefore increasing its size would appear to broaden the ef-
fect of the high gain created by the resonant term. This in turn
would appear to increase the regulator robustness by reducing
the sensitivity of the system to variations in the fundamental fre-
quency.

Unfortunately, in reality this advantage does not exist, as can
be shown by setting the gain to . so that the gain vari-
ation in (10) is removed and the effect of changes incan be
more easily observed. For the damped resonant term generated
by the LP–BP transformation, the gain at the resonant frequency
is given by

(12)

which is clearly inversely dependent on the value of. Hence it
can be seen that varying simply changes the peak amplitude
of the resonant term at the resonant frequency, without affecting
the shoulder frequency gain. The Bode response of (12) for a
range of values of is illustrated in Fig. 12.

At frequencies greater than or less than the resonant fre-
quency all the plots converge to the 20 dB per decade asymptotic
response regardless of the value of. The major difference
between the different plots is the increasing peak amplitude at
the resonant frequency for smaller values of. This illustrates
that the infinite gain benefit of the ideal resonant term only
occurs at the resonant frequency and any perturbation will lead
to a reduction of the generated gain. Hence, the PResonant
regulator is potentially sensitive to the alignment between the
regulator’s resonant frequency and the fundamental frequency
of the inverter system. The only way of reducing this sensitivity
is to increase the regulator gain, which uniformly increases
the gain response but does not effect the shape of the frequency

response. For example, if the reference frequency were 48 Hz
rather than 50 Hz the loss-less resonant term attenuates the
signal by more than 20 dB, as can be seen in Fig. 12. Increasing

(to supposedly increase the filter bandwidth) actually makes
things worse as this flattens the frequency response, further
reducing the gain of the resonant term.

One major conclusion from this consideration is that there is
no benefit to be gained in using the damped resonant implemen-
tations. If an ideal resonant term is realizable it is preferable, and
if a damped term must be used it should be implemented with
as small a value of as possible.

B. PWM Constraint

A fundamental constraint of PWM systems is that the max-
imum rate of change of the reference should not equal or exceed
that of the carrier signal or for digital systems the maximum fre-
quency of the reference should be less than half the sample fre-
quency. For an analog system this requirement must be met for
a fixed PWM switching frequency. For the simple proportional
feedback system and an analog sine-triangle PWM system, the
critical gain is

(13)

where is the system inductance, is the carrier fre-
quency of the PWM system and is the bus voltage.

If the load is purely resistive a low-pass filter can be placed
after the current sensor or as part of the compensator to restrict
the rate of change of the error signal. A similar constraint exists
for a regular sampled PWM system.

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

The current regulators discussed in this paper have been in-
vestigated and compared in simulation, using a MATLAB-based
discrete and continuous time step representation of the phys-
ical switched inverter system. This simulation gives a very real-
istic output without the usual simplifying assumptions that are
present in many linear simulations, and in particular allows de-
lays within a real digital regulator system to be incorporated
without difficulty.

Fig. 13 shows the simulated steady-state and transient re-
sponse that can be achieved with the new PResonant regulator
for both a low and a high backemf load, and Table I defines
the regulator parameters for these results (and also the previous
stability simulations). In both cases it can be seen that there is
no steady-state error during continuous modulation, and only
a slight error just after the transient event occurs. This error is
caused by the settling time of the resonant part of the regulator
transfer function.

Fig. 14 shows the simulated steady-state and transient re-
sponse of the stationary frame, synchronous frame and reso-
nant regulators driving a four-pole permanent magnet motor.
The elimination of steady-state error for the resonant regulator
can be clearly seen, and its transient response is almost identical
to that of a synchronous frame regulator.

One limitation with P Resonant scheme that has been identi-
fied from simulation is that an exponentially decaying transient
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 13. (a) Simulated response of ac compensator, zero backemf. (b)
Simulated response of ac compensator, 0.7-pu backemf.

can occur during step changes due to the existence of a tran-
sient negative sequence component. This effect can be observed
in the start up process of Fig. 14, where the simulation has sat-
urated just after startup because of initialization errors in the
system variables. The result is a small transient phase and mag-
nitude error for the next cycle or so and can be minimized by
anti-integral-wind-up logic. The exact cause of this error, and
its relationship to transient errors in a synchronous frame cur-
rent regulator, will be addressed in a future paper.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The new P Resonant regulator has been experimentally ver-
ified by in an analog single-phase form and digital three phase
form. The analog regulator was prototyped on a breadboard with
the resonant term realized using a UAF41 a universal filter IC
and driving a simple R-L load with the parameters described
in Table I. Fig. 15 shows the results are very similar to the
equivalent simulated results with the regulator achieving zero
steady-state error and a rapid transient response.

TABLE I
SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL SINGLE PHASE PARAMETERS

Fig. 14. Simulation response of three phase ac compensator driving ac motor.

Fig. 15. Experimental response of ac compensator, zero backemf.

The digital regulator was implemented in the frame using
a TMS320F240 DSP based VSI regulator firstly driving an R-L
load, and then an induction motor load, with parameters as listed
in Table II. Fig. 16 shows the experimental response for the con-
ventional stationary frame PI regulator with an R-L load and
clearly illustrates the steady-state error associated with this reg-
ulator. Fig. 17 shows the transient and steady-state response
for the new P Resonant regulator driving an induction motor
(backemf load) with the elimination of steady-state error clearly
illustrated. It also indicates that the new PResonant regulator
can be tuned to exhibit minimal overshoot and an excellent rise
time, very similar to that predicted by simulation.
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TABLE II
THREEPHASE EXPERIMENTAL AND SIMULATION SYSTEM PARAMETERS

Fig. 16. Experimental steady-state response for conventional stationary PI
current with an R-L load.

Fig. 17. Experimental steady-state and transient responses for new
P+Resonant current regulator driving an Induction Motor.

VIII. SUMMARY

Synchronous frame current regulators are usually accepted
as being superior to stationary frame regulators because the
synchronous transformation of the ac current error allows
conventional compensation strategies to be used to achieve
zero steady-state error. In this paper, this advantage is shown
to derive from the carrier demodulation process inherent in
the synchronous transformation. Based on this understanding,
single-phase regulators with zero steady-state error are devel-
oped both in the (synchronous frame equivalent) region
and in the stationary frame. It is then shown how a equivalent
stationary frame current regulator with theoretically identical
performance can be implemented by transforming the regulator
compensation network rather than the current error signal. The
result is a stationary frame current regulator that achieves zero

steady-state error, and is equally applicable to single-phase or
three phase systems. The new regulator has been fully evaluated
both in simulation and experimentally using both analog and
digital techniques.

APPENDIX

DEVELOPMENT OFAC TRANSFORMATION

The single-phase synchronous frame regulator of Fig. 5 can
be described in the time-domain by

(A1)

where denotes a convolution product. From this description,
the aim is to determine a transfer function which pro-
vides the same frequency responses as (A1), but without the
modulation and de-modulation processes. The system in this
form can be represented by

(A2)

The time domain description of (A2) is

(A3)

where is the fundamental frequency. To simplify the fol-
lowing mathematics two functions are defined:

(A4)

The Laplace transforms of these functions are

(A5)

(A6)

The mathematical description of the regulator (A1) is now
broken into two components, and and the Laplace trans-
form of each component is derived using the functionsand

and the modulation theorem of the Laplace transform, i.e.,

(A7)

(A8)
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Both and contain the and double-frequency error com-
ponent terms and considered in the
Type I regulator discussion, as well as frequency shifted ver-
sions of the regulator function .

Finally the transformed version of the transfer function
is produced by summing and

(A9)

hence

(A10)

Equation (A10) allows the generation of the frequency response
of the regulator (A1) for any given regulator transfer func-
tion . The analysis also illustrates the cancellation of the
double-frequency components in (A9) generated by the demod-
ulation process as long as is the same for both signal
paths and there are no distortions in the multiplications.
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